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(C. Smyth).In all scientiﬁc disciplines there are multiple competing and complementary theories that
have been, and are being, developed. There are also observational data about which the
theories can potentially make predictions. To enable semantic inter-operation between
the data and the theories, we need ontologies to deﬁne the vocabulary used in them. For
example, in the domain of minerals exploration, research geologists spend careers develop-
ing models of where to ﬁnd particular minerals. Similarly, geological surveys publish geo-
logical descriptions of their jurisdictions as well as instances of mineral occurrences. The
community is starting to develop standardized ontologies to enable consistent use of
vocabulary and the semantic inter-operation between the model descriptions and the
instance descriptions. This paper describes a framework for representing instances and
theories using these ontologies, and describes ontologically-mediated probabilistic match-
ing between instances and theories. We give an example of our matcher in the geology
domain, where the problem is to determine what minerals can be expected at a location,
or which locations may be expected to contain particular minerals. This is challenging as
models and instances are built asynchronously, and they are described in terms of individ-
uals and properties at varied levels of abstraction and detail. This paper shows, given a
model, an instance, and a role assignment that speciﬁes which individuals correspond to
each other, how to construct a Bayesian network that can compute the probability that
the instance matches the model.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
We are interested in decision making and probabilistic reasoning in complex scientiﬁc domains [26] in which both sci-
entiﬁc theories (or hypotheses) and data pertinent to them are available in computer-readable form. We want to make prob-
abilistic predictions in these domains [30,15,13] and incorporate rich ontologies [10] to allow for semantic interoperability
between the theories and the data about which they make predictions. Semantic interoperability between theories and data
is a prerequisite for making predictions from theories based on collections of data. For computer-based systems, it also
makes possible the provision, in human-readable form, of explanations of conclusions reached by the computer system.
This paper shows how we combine probabilities and ontologies with these goals in a pragmatic way. We want to use the
available relevant data and represent the sort of theories that scientists publish, building on ontologies that are being. All rights reserved.
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ticular minerals or where different sorts of landslides are more likely to occur. These systems contain multiple models that
make predictions that can be tested against existing data. These predictions can be, for example, a basis of deciding where
further exploration is required or an input to the computation of insurance premiums, in the case of landslides. The domains
we consider in this paper are characterized by having multiple individuals that are described at various levels of abstraction
and detail.
There are many examples of Bayesian approaches to the geological domains [6,3]. Fuzzy sets [7] have also been broadly
applied to geological domains and other domains addressed by geographic information systems [29]. All these applications
take as values for some, if not all, of the parameters used in the Bayesian or Fuzzy calculations, words from scientiﬁc clas-
siﬁcation systems or taxonomies, for example, rock or soil type and geomorphological class. However, what, exactly, is
meant by these words, and the relationships that may exist between them (as, for example, in the sub-class relationship be-
tween ‘‘igneous rock” and ‘‘granite”) is ignored by these calculations, and may be a signiﬁcant source of error in the results
they produce. The often-hidden complexity inherent in these classiﬁcation systems is well-described by Arnold [1] with re-
spect to soil classiﬁcation systems.
Modelling uncertainty and the use of ontologies have both been recognized as important, but seem to work in different
realms. For example, in the 2004 review book ‘‘Geographic Information Science and Mountain Geomorphology” [2], there is a
chapter entitled ‘‘A science of topography: From qualitative ontology to digital representations” by Mark and Smith and an-
other chapter entitled ‘‘Artiﬁcial Intelligence in the study of mountain landscapes” by Moody and Katz. The former talks
about ontologies, but not uncertainty. The latter, while it reviews fuzzy sets, neural networks, genetic algorithms and other
techniques applied to practical geomorphological problem-solving, makes no mention of the ontological framework offered
in the aforementioned chapter, and how this framework allows for more rigorous management of the classiﬁcation language
inputs to the techniques reviewed.
There is body of work in combining ontologies and uncertainty, such as PR-OWL [4], OntoBayes [36], BayesOWL [9] and P-
SHIF(D) and P-SHOIN-D [17]. All of these add uncertainty to the ontology. For our domain, we think that the appropriate
methodology is to use the standard (non-probabilistic) ontologies that are currently being developed, and allow the theories
that use the ontologies to make probabilistic predictions. This is for two reasons. Pragmatically, developing ontologies is dif-
ﬁcult, and we want to be able to use standard ontologies and inter-operate with the data sets that refer to these ontologies.
We also think there is a fundamental difference between deﬁnitions of vocabulary—that do not make empirical predictions—
and theories that make empirical predictions. The former we call ontologies, and the latter theories. See [26] for more dis-
cussion of these issues.
A consequence of our approach is that probabilities (for theory property values) and truth status values (true or false ﬂags
for instance property values) are additional data elements carried within all our descriptions. How we work with these data
elements is a major focus of this paper.
This paper, and the system it describes, is part of our work to bridge the gap, highlighted above, that appears to exist be-
tween Bayesian approaches to problem-solving in the earth sciences and the ontological frameworks that are being built in
these sciences to assist with managing the complexities of their science languages.
There are three main components of our system:
 An ontology that deﬁnes the vocabulary used.
 A set of instances, which are descriptions of things in the world. For example, an instance could be a particular rock out-
crop, a volcano that used to exist, or apartment #103 at 555 Short St. These have properties, but also have relationships to
other individuals that are important to know about.
 A set of models (or theories) that make probabilistic predictions. For example, we may have a model of what rocks are
likely to contain gold, a model of where landslides may occur, or a model of an apartment that Sue would be content
to live in.
Intuitively, the models correspond to (conditional) probability statements, and the instances correspond to observations
that are conditioned on. The instances and models are described in terms of individuals (objects, things) and their properties.
The ontology is used to deﬁne the vocabulary so that the terminology can be used consistently in the models and the in-
stances. We consider models as scientiﬁc theories that make probabilistic predictions and can be tested according to how
well they ﬁt the data. We use the terms ‘‘theory” and ‘‘model” interchangeably. There can be multiple competing and com-
plementary theories that use the same vocabulary.
Example 1.1. One of the applications we are building, HazardMatch, is for predicting landslide susceptibility [14]. Some of
the inputs to the system are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows the slope information for a part of British Columbia near the
Sea to Sky Highway. Fig. 2 shows the contacts and faults for the same area.
Each polygon in the maps is an ‘‘instance”. Each instance is represented in terms of individuals; here the individuals
include the surface soil, underlying bedrock, contacts, faults, rivers, etc. These individuals can have properties, that include
the relationship to other individuals, e.g., the existence and type of surrounding faults.
We also represent models of different types of landslides. These are created from the literature on landslides and
critiqued by experts. In HazardMatch, we work with tens of thousands of spatial instances (polygons) described using
Fig. 1. Slope input to the landslide application.
Fig. 2. Structure input to the landslide application.
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worked with approximately ten models of landslide hazards which we compare with the spatial instances.
Fig. 3 shows the output of one of the models (‘‘Soilslide Model 2”) matched against the instances for the same area as Figs.
1 and 2. A soil slide is a kind of landslide. The colored regions are the predictions of the soil slide model (in a log-probability
scale). The black-outlined regions are the observed soil slides. There are similar predictions from the other models.
This output is for a previous version of our matcher [24] which used the likelihood of the model for each instance. The
models used a coarse 5-valued scale (always, usually, sometimes, rarely, never), and the predictions were based on the
kappa-calculus [35,23,5]. In our work on evaluating and reﬁning the system, we found two main problems. First, the inputs
Fig. 3. The output of one of the models matched.
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often thought that some features should be made more important as they are more diagnostic. How diagnostic a feature is
depends on its prior probability, so we wanted to make prior information explicit. To solve these problems, we had to base
the system on more rigorous foundations. We wanted to do this while keeping the systemmanageable: being able to explain
the system to the user is a major criteria for acceptance of the system.
Example 1.2. In another application for modelling mineral occurrences, MineMatch describes more than 25,000 instances of
mineral occurrences using various taxonomies, including the British Geological Survey Rock Classiﬁcation scheme1 and the
Micronex taxonomy of Minerals.2 We also work with more than 100 deposit type models, including those described by the US
Geological Survey3 and the British Columbia Geological Survey.4 We treat these as probabilistic models even though they are
stated in qualitative terms.
Note that we are not considering the problem of taxonomy alignment; the ontologies we use are (designed to be) about
disjoint sets of concepts, and inter-operate without confusion.
Using published models to make predictions for particular locations is challenging for a number of reasons, including:
 The models and the instances are described by different people at various levels of abstraction (using more or less general
terms) and detail (in terms of parts and sub-parts or holistically). Descriptions of mineral deposits or geological regions
are recorded at varied levels of abstraction and detail because some areas have been explored in more detail than others,
and the people describing the instances have different backgrounds and goals. There are some models that people spend
careers developing, described in great detail for those parts that the modeler cares about. Other models are less well
developed, and described only in general terms. Because the instance and model descriptions are generated by different
people according to their needs, the levels of abstraction and detail cannot be expected to match. We do, however, need to
make decisions based on all of the information available.
 The ontologies used to deﬁne the vocabulary for the models and the instances are large and under development. We can-
not wait until the ontologies have stabilized to start using them, particularly as the use of the ontologies suggests where
they need to be improved.
 The models are positive, in that people only specify positive models of the phenomenon being modeled, not negative mod-
els. For example, people publish models of where gold can be found, but do not give models of where gold cannot be
found. The models are not exhaustive, in that they deﬁne probabilities for a limited number, but not all contexts. For1 http://www.bgs.ac.uk/bgsrcs/.
2 http://micronex.golinfo.com.
3 http://minerals.cr.usgs.gov/team/depmod.html.
4 http://www.em.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geolsurv/.
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false. There may be contexts where no models are applicable.
 The models are neither disjoint nor covering. Often the models are reﬁnements of each other, and they do not cover all of
the cases.
We expect many other domains to have these characteristics.
There are two tasks that we consider in this paper:
 given an instance, determine which models best ﬁts it. This would be used, for example, by someone who has the mineral
rights on a piece of land and wants to know what mineral deposits may be there, based on the description of the property.
 given a model, determine which instances best match the model. This would be used by someone who has a model of
where, say, gold can be found, and wants to ﬁnd which of many pieces of land is most likely to contain gold, based on
this model.
MineMatch is similar in its goals to the Prospector expert system [12], but builds on the developments in probabilistic
reasoning and ontologies of the last 30 years. In previous work [34,24], we described models using qualitative probabilities,
based on the kappa calculus [35,23,5], which measures uncertainty in degree of ‘‘surprise”. This work was extended by Lu-
kasiewicz and Schellhase [18] to allow for conditional dependencies. In this paper, we develop an approach based on prob-
ability for making decisions. An earlier version of this paper [32], which glosses over many of the details discussed in this
paper, discussed how to construct a Bayesian network dynamically during the matching process for computing the posterior
probability of a match.
This paper takes a different perspective on combining ontology and probabilistic reasoning than many other recent pro-
posals. Koller et al. [16] propose giving probabilities over class relationships in a description logic. They do not consider rela-
tions amongst individuals that are described using the ontology of the description logic. Ding and Peng [8] proposed an
extension to OWL for representing particular Bayesian networks. They provide a means of translating an ontology imple-
menting the set constructors of OWL into a Bayesian network and are concerned explicitly with set or class membership
rather than relationships between attributes. da Costa et al. [4] proposed a probabilistic ontology language PR-OWL to aug-
ment standard ontologies with probabilistic information about the domain. The probabilistic information includes structural
information such as conditional independence as well as numerical information such as error rates or sensor error. PR-OWL
is used to model the uncertainty in the observations (e.g., sensor error, error rates), which we are not currently modelling in
our framework.
We do not assume that the ontologies include uncertainty about properties and relations. Ontologies are created andmain-
tainedbycommunities,which (hopefully) canagreeonvocabulary.However, communities shouldnot agreeonprobabilities, as
the (posterior) probability depends on the prior and the data. Peoplemay have different priors and, even if they have access to
the same data, the data grows as time progresses. The ontology should have a longer life than one data set; we don’t want to
update an ontology after each new dataset, and then be required to map between these different ontologies.
We use standardized representations whenever appropriate. In particular, we use OWL as the standard representation for
ontologies. We use our own representations for instances and models, as there are no standard languages that are adequate
for expressing what we need to (our statements could be reiﬁed into RDF, but it would not make the paper more readable).
2. Inputs
The inputs to our matcher are ontologies, instances, models, and what we call supermodels. We describe each in turn.
2.1. Ontologies
In philosophy, ontology is the study of what exists. In AI, an ontology [33] is a speciﬁcation of the meaning of the symbols
(or of the data) in an information system. We assume that the ontologies are represented in formal representation systems
that can be processed by computers.
We adopt OWL [21] to represent ontologies. OWL represents the world in terms of individuals, classes and properties.
OWL is built on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [20], a language for individual-property-value triples. In this pa-
per, we write a triple using a standard mathematical notation: i; p;vh i represents that individual i has value v on property p.
RDF represents such triples in XML.
The owl:Thing class is a pre-deﬁned class that is the most general class in OWL; everything, whether it is an individual,
class or property is an element of owl:Thing. The owl:Class is the set of all OWL classes; its elements are the classes. Things in
OWL have types. The type of a thing is expressed using the rdf:type property. The triple:
i; rdf : type; ch i
means individual i is in class c, where c is an owl:Class.
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Each property has a domain and a range. Class d is the domain of property pmeans that any individual with property pmust
be of type d. Class r is the range of p means that all values of property p must be members of class r. The range of a property
could be a primitive datatype or a class. In OWL, a property is a datatype property if its range is a primitive datatype. Other-
wise, it is an object property. We will not consider datatype properties in the rest of this paper, as each datatype becomes a
special case that will complicate the discussion.
We distinguish enumerated individuals, which are those individuals that need to be shared between models or instances,
e.g., colours, sizes, minerals, days of the week. We use the class EnumClass to be the class of enumerated individuals. Sub-
classes of EnumClass are called enumerated classes. Enumerated classes will be used to deﬁne the domains of discrete random
variables. An object property whose range is an enumerated class, is an enumerated property. An object property whose range
is not an enumerated class is called an entity property.
For this paper, we assume that the classes form a tree structure, a taxonomic hierarchy, where the children of a class (its
immediate subclasses) are mutually disjoint. This is achieved by using the owl:disjointWith property.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a taxonomic hierarchy. An igneous rock is a kind of rock. A granite is a kind of igneous rock. In
this ﬁgure, rock is the topmost class.
Example 2.1. Our example mineral deposit ontology consists of four disjoint enumerated classes: geneticSetting,
weatheringDegree, colour, and age and three disjoint object classes: mineralDeposit, rock, and mineral. A sub-tree of the
British Geological Survey Rock Classiﬁcation scheme [11] is shown in Fig. 4.
The enumerated classes consist of the following enumerated individuals:
colour = {clear, white, pink, blue,. . .},
geneticSetting = {greenStoneBelt, oceanRidge,. . .},
weatheringDegree = {weathered, unweathered},
age = {proterozoic, archean, palaeozoic, cainozoic,. . .}.
The actual enumerated classes we use are much more complicated, and have a hierarchical structure. For this paper, we
only use the values speciﬁed here.
The mineral deposit ontology has two entity properties: hasHostRock, hasMineral, and four enumerated properties:
hasGeneticSetting, hasWeatheringDeg, hasAge, and hasColour.
The domains, ranges and whether the properties are functional are summarized in the table of Fig. 5.2.2. Instances
An instance is a thing in the world we are reasoning about (the real world at some time, some temporally extended world,
or even some imaginary world). In the geological domain, an instance is often a particular location that someone has iden-
tiﬁed as being interesting. It is important to distinguish an instance from its description. While a description may be at a high
level of abstraction, the instance itself is not.
An instance is described in terms of a set of related individuals (the instance individuals). One of these individuals is the
designated top-level individual. For example, in an instance describing a deposit, the individuals are the mineral deposit, its
rocks, their minerals etc. The designated top-level individual is the mineral deposit.
An instance individual is described by its values on various properties. This can include its relationship to other individ-
uals (e.g., its parts). We do not only want to state positive facts, but also negative facts such as that a mineral deposit does not
contain a metamorphic rock, or that a mineral is red colour but is not a pink (without enumerating all of the non-pink red
colours). We represent instance descriptions with the quadruples of the form:
ind; P;value; truthvalueh i,rock
sedimentary
igneous
metamorphic
   granite
limestonedolostone
Fig. 4. Part of a taxonomic hierarchy of rock types.
Fig. 5. Properties in the Mineral Deposit Example.
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in the range of P.
For this paper, we assume that each individual has relationship to exactly one parent individual (each individual is the
value of only one tuple, and there are no cycles in this relationship between individuals). The top-level individual is not
the value of any property. We also assume that the individuals are all distinct.
A description of an instance means a conjunction in ﬁrst-order logic with limited quantiﬁcation. Enumerated individuals
are logical constants. Object individuals are variables in the translation. We assume an ordering for the tuples, where the
tuple with v as a value is before any other tuple containing v. The tuples can then be interpreted as follows:
 A tuple o; P;v ; presenth i, where P is an enumerated property, means the atom Pðo;vÞ.
 A tuple o; P;v ; absenth i, where P is an enumerated property, means :Pðo;vÞ.
 A tuple o; P;v; presenth i, where P is an entity property, means 9v Pðo;vÞ ^ v – i1 ^ . . . ^ v – ik, where all following tuples
(which, by the ordering assumed, includes those containing v) are in the scope of the existential quantiﬁcation, and i1 . . . ik
are the previously deﬁned individuals (the top-level individual and those variables whose scope this is in).
 The tuple o; P;v ; absenth i, where P is an entity property, means :9v Pðo;vÞ ^ v – i1 ^ . . . ^ v – ik, where the other tuples
containing v are in the scope of the existential quantiﬁcation and i1 . . . ik are the previously deﬁned individuals.
The only free variable in the translation is the top-level individual.
Example 2.2. To say that mineral depositmindep1 has a granitic rock, but does not have a sedimentary rock we could write:
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock1; presenth i
rock1; rdf : type; granite; presenth i
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock2; absenth i
rock2; rdf : type; sedimentary; presenth i.
This means the ﬁrst-order formula:9rock1 hasHostRockðmindep1; rock1Þ
^ typeðrock1; graniteÞ ^ rock1–mindep1
^ :9rock2 ðhasHostRockðmindep1; rock2Þ ^ rock2– rock1 ^ rock2 –mindep1
^ typeðrock2; sedimentaryÞÞThe ﬁrst two tuples of this example together specify that mineral deposit mindep1 has a granitic rock. Note that if tuple
rock1; rdf : type; granite; presenth i is not speciﬁed, we can infer that the type of rock1 is rock, which is the range of hasHost-
Rock. The last two tuples together specify that there is no sedimentary rock in mindep1. However, it doesn’t preclude the
existence of a second rock as long as it is not a sedimentary rock.
We can use absent to specify the number of individuals of particular type, as is shown in the following example.
Example 2.3. To specify that there are at least two rocks in mindep1, we explicitly specify the presence of two rocks. We do
not specify anything about a third rock. Thus, we can specify the tuples:
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock3; presenth i
rock3; rdf : type; igneous; presenth i
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock4; presenth i
rock4; rdf : type; sedimentary; presenth i
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a third igneous rock. Thus, we write as follows:
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock3; presenth i
rock3; rdf : type; igneous; presenth i
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock4; presenth i
rock4; rdf : type; igneous; presenth i
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock5; absenth i
rock5; rdf : type; igneous; presenth i
Example 2.4. To state that mineral deposit mindep1 has an igneous rock rock3 that is not a granite, we could write:
mindep1;hasHostRock; rock3; presenth i,
rock3; rdf : type; igneous; presenth i,
rock3; rdf : type; granite; absenth i.We can draw the tuples as a semantic network [28]. The nodes represent individuals, classes and data types. The arcs are
labelled with properties and truth values. The arcs represent quadruples, labelled with the properties and the truth values.
The semantic network representation of deposit instance deposit1 is shown in Fig. 6. The arc connecting individuals deposit1
and rock1, represents quadruple deposit1; hasHostRock; rock1; presenth i.2.3. Models
A model speciﬁes a probability distribution over instances. A model can be used to make a prediction about the instance
given the evidence provided by the description of the instance.
The standard Bayesian view is that a model is used to determine the probability of a prediction given the evidence. Here
the evidence is the description of the instance. Suppose M is a set of mutually exclusive and covering models:deposit1
proterozoic
rock1
granite
hasAge hasHostRock
rdf:type
mineral1
hasMineral
hasGeneticSetting
greenStoneBelt
pink
hasColour
archean
hasAge
present
present
present
weathered
hasWeatheringDegpresent present
present
presentpresent
zircon
rdf:type
present
Fig. 6. A Semantic network representation of deposit instance deposit1.
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¼
X
model2M
Pðpredictionjmodel; instanceÞPðmodeljinstanceÞ
¼
X
model2M
Pðpredictionjmodel; instanceÞ PðinstancejmodelÞPðmodelÞ
PðinstanceÞ
¼
X
model2M
Pðpredictionjmodel; instanceÞ PðinstancejmodelÞ
PðinstanceÞ PðmodelÞand often we assume that Pðpredictionjmodel; instanceÞ ¼ PðpredictionjmodelÞ, i.e., that the prediction is independent of the
instance given the model.
Our models are complicated in a number of ways:
 The models that scientists (in our domains, at least) publish are not exclusive and do not cover all of the cases.
 The models that are published are typically not detailed enough to give a prediction for each instance.
 To make a prediction from a model, we need to identify a ‘‘match” between the individuals in the model and the individ-
uals in the instance. The models typically specify roles, and we need to identify which individual speciﬁed to exist in an
instance ﬁlls each role in the model (or if there is no individual in the instance to fulﬁll a role).
 Wewant an explanation as to why a prediction is reasonable. As people have to act based on the advice of the system, they
need to be convinced that the answers produced are reasonable.
The contribution of a model is given by the product of three terms. If any of the terms is close to zero, their product will be
close to zero. We approximate the sum above by only considering the top models; those where the product is highest. This
means that we only need to consider the models that have a non-trivial prior, predict an item of interest, and predict the
instance best. A conclusion based on model averaging is difﬁcult to explain to a user, but if the average is dominated by a
few models, a user can understand such an explanation.
The probability of an instance will be the product of a number of terms (using the chain rule of probability, and some
independence assumptions). The models that experts give us are only partly speciﬁed. Some of the elements of the product
will be of the form Pðinstance featurejmodelÞ=Pðinstance featureÞ, we assume that any conditional probability that the model
does not specify is equal to the prior probability. Thus the probability given the model divided by the prior is 1 for these
features, and so does not affect the product. We need the prior probabilities for the predictions speciﬁed in a model. The pri-
ors are traditionally computed by summing over a set of exclusive and covering hypotheses, but, as we do not have a set of
exclusive and covering hypotheses, we assume that the prior probabilities are speciﬁes as part of a supermodel (see Section
2.4).
Models describe probabilities of the existence and properties of individuals. Each model has a designated top-level indi-
vidual that it is nominally about. A model can also refer to other individuals that are related (perhaps indirectly) to the top-
level individual.
As an example, deposit model depModelA, which we will use as an ongoing example, is a simpliﬁed model describing a
particular type of deposit. The model predicts that an instance that matched the model likely has the age that is Proterozoic,
and contains an igneous rock with zircon in the deposit. Note that the actual models we use are more complicated than this;
this model was constructed to show the issues.
A model speciﬁes the probability of property values associated with individuals. For enumerated properties, we have the
probability of the different values. For object properties, we need to reason about the probability of the existence of objects.
These properties typically specify the role of an object, so we want the probability of the existence of an object that ﬁlls a
role. Poole [25] argued that, to satisfy the clarity principle (that all propositions are well deﬁned), a model has to be clear
about what does not exist when existence is false, and, when there is more than one object that exists, a model has to be
clear about which object it is referring to.
A model has two sorts of statements. One is to state the existence of an object in the world. The second is to specify what
is expected to be true about an object that exists.
A model is described in terms of quadruples. A quadruple is of the form:
ind; P;value; ph i,
where P is a property, ind is an individual in the domain of P, p is a probability, and value is in the range of P. In particular,
value is:
 an enumerated individual, if P is an enumerated property,
 an object individual, if P is an entity property,
 a class, if P is the rdf:type property .
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in exactly one quadruple. We also assume that graph induced by the ind;valueh i pairs is acyclic. Thus an individual can only
be in the model if it is connected to the top-level individual.
Example 2.5. To state that mineral deposit model depModelA has a rock that ﬁlls a particular role with probability 0.93, and
that the rock that ﬁlls the role is deﬁnitely an igneous rock, we write:
depModelA;hasHostRock; rockB;0:93h i,
rockB; rdf : type; igneous;1:0h i.
The probability 0.93 represents the probability of the existence of a rock that ﬁlls the role. If it exists we call it rockB.
In some situations, we would like to have a probability distribution over which class an individual is a member of. We can
use rdf:type property to represent the uncertainty over the types of an individual.
Example 2.6. Consider stating that mineral deposit model depModelA, with probability 0.77, has a rock that ﬁlls a particular
role. A rock in that role, when it exists, is of type igneous with probability 0.85. To state this we write:
depModelA;hasHostRock; rockA;0:77h i,
rockA; rdf : type; igneous;0:85h i.
The probability 0.77 represents the probability of the existence of a rock that ﬁlls the role of rockA. If such a rock exists, it
is of type igneous with probability 0.85. Note that rockA, if it exists, is of type rock, which is the range of hasHostRock, with
probability 1.0.
Suppose a model M speciﬁes the tuplesind; rdf : type;Cl;p1h i;
  
ind; rdf : type;Cn; pnh ifor some individual ind. Let Cind ¼ fCl; . . . ;Cng. We say that Ci is a highest subclass of Cj in Cind if 9=Cs 2 Cind such that Ci  Cs
and Cs  Cj, where  is the (strict) subclass relation as speciﬁed in the ontology. There are three constraints on the proba-
bility values p1; . . . ; pn:
 If Ci#Cj, then pi 6 pj.
 Suppose C1; . . . ;Ck are the highest subclasses of Cj then pj P
Pk
i¼1pi. The constraint holds because of the disjointness of
subclasses.
 If C1; . . . ;Ck are all of the immediate subclasses of Cj then pj ¼
Pk
i¼1pi.
A functional enumerated property has only one value for each individual. However, it is possible that we may not know
what that value is. A model speciﬁes a probability distribution over the values. Thus, for functional enumerated properties,
the model quadruples must follow the constraint: Let P be a functional enumerated property and suppose that the model has
k quadruples: ind; P;val1; p1h i; . . . ; ind; P;valk; pkh i. Then,
Pk
i¼1pi 6 1. We need
Pk
i¼1pi ¼ 1 if fval1; . . . ;valkg is the whole enu-
merated class. That is, we do not require that models are complete and specify the probabilities for each value of a property,
but, if they are complete, the probabilities must sum to 1.
Example 2.7. A semantic network representation of mineral deposit model depModelA is shown in Fig. 7. The nodes
represent individuals, classes and data types. The arcs represent quadruples and are labelled with properties and
probabilities. For example, the arc connecting individuals depModelA and rockA, represents quadruple depModelA;h
hasHostRock; rockA;0:77i.2.4. Supermodel
The role of the supermodel is to provide prior probabilities. In standard Bayesian reasoning, the prior probability of an
observation is computed by summing over all models. However, we do not assume that our models are disjoint or covering,
and so need an extra speciﬁcation of the prior probabilities.
A supermodel provides the following prior (background) information:
 The prior distribution of classes, i.e., the prior probability that an individual is of type C, for any class C.
 For each enumerated property P, and for each value v 2 rangeðPÞ, the prior probability that an individual has value v for
property P.
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rdf:type
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clear
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Fig. 7. A Semantic network representation of mineral deposit model depModelA.
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has children (immediate subclasses), the supermodel contains PðCjjCkÞ for each child Cj of Ck. The prior probability of the root
class in the tree hierarchy is 1. Given these conditional probabilities, we can compute the prior probability of any class (type)
in a recursive manner by multiplying the probability of class given its immediate super-class and the probability of its imme-
diate super-class. Thus, for each immediate subclass Cj of CkPðCjÞ ¼ PðCjjCkÞ  PðCkÞ:
Note that the complexity of computing the probability of Cj, PðCjÞ, is linear in depth of Cj in the hierarchy and otherwise is not
a function of the hierarchy’s size.
To specify the prior on properties, for each enumerated property P, with domain cl, for each value v 2 rangeðPÞ, we specify
the prior probability that an individual of type cl has value v for property P using quadruples of the form:
cl; P;v ; ph i,
where p is the prior probability. Note that we add cl as an argument to the quadruple, even though it could be inferred from
the property, to allow for future versions that have different priors on subclasses of cl.
If P is a functional enumerated property, where the range of P is the set fv1; . . . ;vng, there are n quadruples
cl; P; v1; p1h i; . . . ; cl; P;vn; pnh i in the supermodel such that
P
ipi ¼ 1. Non-functional properties do not have the constraint
of summing to 1.
Example 2.8. Consider deﬁning the prior probabilities for the mineral deposit ontology as given in Example 2.1. Some of the
probabilities that supermodel speciﬁes are as follows:
In the Rock hierarchy, assume we have:
PðRockÞ ¼ 1,
PðigneousjRockÞ ¼ 0:45,
PðsedimentaryjRockÞ ¼ 0:2,
PðgranitejigneousÞ ¼ 0:3.
In the mineral hierarchy, assume we have:
PðsulphidejmineralÞ ¼ 0:2,
PðsilicatesjmineralÞ ¼ 0:5,
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PðquartzjsilicatesÞ ¼ 0:6,
PðzirconjsilicatesÞ ¼ 0:4.
Assume that the enumerated classes have the following prior distributions5:
mineralDeposit;hasAge; proterozoic;0:35h i,
mineralDeposit;hasAge; archean;0:05h i,
mineralDeposit;hasAge; cainozoic;0:35h i,
mineralDeposit;hasAge; palaeozoic;0:25h i,
mineralDeposit;hasGeneticSetting; greenStoneBelt;0:4h i,
mineralDeposit;hasGeneticSetting; oceanRidge;0:6h i,
rock;hasWeatheringDeg;weathered;0:7h i,
rock;hasWeatheringDeg;unweathered;0:3h i,
mineral;hasColour;white;0:4h i,
mineral;hasColour; blue;0:2h i,
mineral;hasColour; clear;0:1h i,
mineral;hasColour; pink;0:3h i,
mineral;hasAge; proterozoic;0:3h i,
mineral;hasAge; archean;0:2h i,
mineral;hasAge; cainozoic;0:35h i,
mineral;hasAge; palaeozoic;0:15h i.2.5. Semantics of models
A possible world is a complete description of a set of related individuals. It includes all property values for these individ-
uals, at the lowest level of detail. For example, in a possible world, an individual cannot be a rock without being a speciﬁc sort
of rock.
A particular model and the supermodel deﬁnes a probability measure over a set of possible worlds. We only need to spec-
ify the measure enough to be able to select the set of possible worlds in which an instance is true. In particular, the possible
worlds need to describe the objects that are related to the designated top-level individual of an instance. As described in
Section 2.2, the meaning of an instance is a logical formula with a single free variable corresponding to the top-level indi-
vidual. The measure over possible worlds must be able to give a probability of description with respect to the designated top-
level individual.
For this paper, we make strong independence assumptions. The only probabilistic dependencies are those that are en-
tailed by the logical dependency. An object only has a property when the object exists. Thus the propositions that specify
that an object has a property must be conditioned on the existence of the object.
To look-up the probability associated with a tuple, we ﬁrst see if it is speciﬁed in the model and, if so, use that value,
otherwise we use the value from the supermodel. Existence probabilities only come from the model.
We will deﬁne the semantics of models in terms of a ﬁrst-order semantic tree [25], which is like a familiar event tree,
but allows for splits on ﬁrst-order formulae (taking into account the scoping of variables). Each world gets ﬁltered down
the tree (to a unique position). The probability at any node is the measure of the worlds that get ﬁltered to that node.
We need to deﬁne the measure well enough so that the measure of the set of possible worlds that satisfy an instance
can be determined. We can stop ﬁltering an instance description at a node if all future splits would not change the truth
value of the instance description. As part of the description we allow for equality between model individuals and in-
stance individuals; the model individual is said to match the instance individual. At the top node the top-level individ-
uals match.
We assume a total ordering of the tuples in the model so that the tuple that contains an individual as the value comes
before any other tuples that contain the individual.
At each node in the semantic tree, we split on the top-most tuple in the total ordering that is applicable (we will deﬁne
recursively what is applicable; initially all tuples are applicable). Suppose ind; P; value; ph i is the next applicable tuple. There
are two cases:5 For the sake of keeping the example simple, we assume that the domains of the properties in Example 2.1 are complete.
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node are divided into two: those where the PðindÞ ¼ value is true and those where it is false. The probability masses of
these sets of worlds are divided in the ratio p : 1 p.
 P is an entity property. In this case value must be an object individual. We ﬁrst split on whether there exists an indi-
vidual that is in relation P to ind, i.e., whether 9valuePðind;valueÞ. This split divides the probability masses of the worlds
in the ratio p : 1 p. The tuples that contain value are only applicable in the worlds where existence is true; that is we
ignore the other tuples what contain value in the sub-tree where the existence is false. For the branch where the exis-
tence is true, we assume that any object in the instance for which Pðind;valueÞ is true is, a priori, equally likely to match
value. We then split on the equality between value and the corresponding instance variables (with a uniform prior
probability).
Thus, for an entity property, out of the worlds where existence is true, each individual that satisﬁes the existence has
equal prior probability of being the match. The probabilities of the match then depends on the how well the instance indi-
vidual matches the object individual.
We now can deﬁne the probability in a standard way: the probability of any instance is the measure of the worlds in
which the instance is true. Note that this averages over role assignments: the prior probability of an individual ﬁlling a role
is equal, but the posterior probability can change.
3. Probabilistic matching
The matcher is used in two modes:
 In instance-to-models matching, one instance is compared to multiple models. Finding the most likely models for the
instance can be used to determine what is the most likely mineral or landslide to be at the particular location described
by the instance.
 In model-to-instances matching, one model is compared to multiple instances. This can be used to ﬁnd the location(s) that
are most likely to have landslides or contain particular minerals.
The basic problem is to determine the probability of the instance given the model. The model speciﬁes probabilities
over roles of the top-level individual, and its related individuals. To determine the conditional probability, we need to
determine which individuals speciﬁed to exist in the instance ﬁll the roles speciﬁed in the instance. We call this corre-
spondence a match. We write Mi  Ij to specify the proposition that instance individual Ij ﬁlls the role speciﬁed by the
model individual Mi. We use the same notation to give the match for the top-level individuals, Mt and It of M and I
respectively. We want to determine the posterior probability of Mt  It given I’s description, M’s description, the domain
ontology, and the supermodel. This is the probability the top-level individual of the instance ﬁlls the role that the model
is modelling.
3.1. Computing the probability of a model individual’s type
One of the sub-tasks in the algorithm below is to compute the probability that a model individual is in some given class.
This requires using probabilities from both the model and the supermodel.
SupposeMi is an individual in a modelM. Class Cn is exceptional forMi ifM contains a tuple Mi; rdf : type;Cn; pnh i. We call
Cn an exceptional class when Mi is clear from context.
The probability that Mi is of type Ck, denoted by pk can be calculated as follows:
 If Mi; rdf : type;Ck; pkh i 2 M, return pk,
 else if Ck does not have any subclasses that are exceptional for Mi, pk can be computed from the probability of lowest
super-class Cn of Ck that is exceptional for Mi. Let C
1
s ; . . . ;C
j
s be the highest subclasses of Cn that are exceptional for Mi.
Then, ðpn 
P
Cis
pisÞ is the probability thatMi is of type Cn but not of types C1s ; . . . ;Cjs. Suppose PðCnÞ denotes the prior prob-
ability that Mi is of type Cn. Then,
PðCkÞ
PðCnÞ Cis
PðCisÞ
is the prior probability that Mi is of type Ck, given that Mi is of type Cn but
not of types C1s ; . . . ;C
j
s. Then, the probability that Mi is of type Ck, pk, is:pk ¼ pn 
X
Cis
pis
0
@
1
A PðCkÞ
PðCnÞ 
P
Cis
PðCisÞ
; ð1Þ otherwise, pk can be derived, recursively, from the children of Ck in Trpk ¼
X
8Ci2childrenðCkÞ
pi: ð2Þ
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supermodel, as modiﬁed by the model. Consider computing the probability that rock rockA is of type sedimentary. The model
speciﬁes that rock rockA is of type igneous with probability 0.85. We use the probabilities of the supermodel, taking into
account this constraint. That is, treat the probability of the model as constraints, otherwise using the ratios between prob-
abilities in the supermodel.
Suppose psed denotes the probability rockA is of type sedimentary. Then,psed ¼ ð1 0:85Þ 
PðsedimentaryÞ
PðRockÞ  PðigneousÞ
¼ ð1 0:85Þ  0:2ð1 0:45Þ
¼ 0:0545:The rock rockA is of type sedimentary with probability 0:0545.3.2. Role assignment
To determine the probability of a match between a model and an instance, we need to know which model individuals
correspond to which instance individuals. The correspondence between the model individuals and the instance individ-
uals is called a role assignment. We use Mk ¼ Ij to mean that model individual Mk corresponds to instance individual Ij
and Mk ¼? to mean that model individual Mk does not corresponds to any instance individual. A role assignment is a list
of correspondence statements of the forms Mk ¼ Ij, Mk ¼?, that we deﬁne recursively on the structure of the model,
such that:
 Mt ¼ It , where Mt and It are top-level individuals;
 if Mk ¼ Ij is in the role assignment (so that, in particular, Mk – ?), and Mk has children, the role assignment include
assignments of the form Mc ¼? or Mc ¼ Ic where Mc is a child of Mk and Ic is a child of Ij such that:
– If Mc ¼ Ic then Mc and Ic must be of compatible types.
– Each child Mc of Mk appears exactly once in the list and each child Ic of Ij appears at most once.
– Mc ¼? cannot appear if there is a child Ic of Ij that is of a compatible type to Mc and is not assigned to another model
individual.
Example 3.2. In matching mineral deposit model depModelA shown in Fig. 7 with deposit deposit1 shown in Fig. 6, there are
two legal role assignments:
 R1 ¼ fdepModelA ¼ deposit1; rockA ¼ rock1; rockB ¼?;mineralA ¼ mineral1g,
 R2 ¼ fdepModelA ¼ deposit1; rockA ¼?; rockB ¼ rock1;mineralB ¼ mineral1g.3.3. Individual matching
Intuitively the model individuals represent roles. A particular role assignment speciﬁes which individuals can be consid-
ered in the roles, but does not specify how well these individuals ﬁll the roles. IfMk is a model individual and Ij is an instance
individual, such that Mk ¼ Ij is in the role assignment, then, Mk  Ij represents the proposition that Ij ﬁlls the role that Mj
represents.
Example 3.3. Consider matching mineral deposit model depModelA as shown in Fig. 7 with mineral deposit deposit1 as
shown in Fig. 6, and the role assignment fdepModelA ¼ deposit1; rockA ¼ rock1; rockB ¼?;mineralA ¼ mineral1g. The match
mineralA  mineral1 represents the proposition that mineral1 ﬁlls the role of mineralA. The probability that it ﬁlls the role
depends on its colour and age. The match rockA  rock1 represents the proposition that rock1 ﬁlls the role of rockA. The
match depModelA  deposit1 represents the proposition that the role of depModelA is met by deposit1. This is the proposition
that we want to compute the probability of.4. Construction of Bayesian network
The high level algorithms for both tasks of the matcher (model-to-instances and instance-to-models matching) are shown
in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. For both tasks of the matcher, we need to compute the posterior probability of Mt  It for the
role assignment R, PðMt  It jRÞ. Given instance (I), model (M), role assignment (R), ontology (O) and supermodel (S), in this
section we show how to construct a Bayesian network. We compute the probability PðMt  It jRÞ from the constructed Bayes-
ian network.
Fig. 8. Algorithm for model-to-instances matching.
Fig. 9. Algorithm for instance-to-models matching.
254 R. Sharma et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 240–262The model description deﬁnes a Bayesian network, given I,R, O and S. We can construct the Bayes net dynamically during
the matching process. There are two phases. In the ﬁrst phase we construct the graph structure and in the second phase we
construct the conditional probability tables. There are ﬁve kinds of random variables in the Bayesian network:
K1: For each model individual Mk, if Mk ¼ Ij 2 R, and for each functional enumerated property P speciﬁed in the model, a
random variable, which we write as Mk; Ph i, corresponds to individual-property pair. The domain (or values) of Mk; Ph i
is the range of P.
K2: For each model individual Mk, if Mk ¼ Ij 2 R, and for each non-functional enumerated property P speciﬁed in the
model, for each value V in the range of P, a Boolean random variable, which we write as Mk; P;Vh i, corresponds to indi-
vidual-property–value pair.
K3: For each model individualMk, if Mk; rdf : type;C; ph i 2 M, a random variable, which we write as Mk; rdf : typeh i. The var-
iable Mk; rdf : typeh i is a hierarchically structured variable [31]. The values that Mk; rdf : typeh i can take are hierarchi-
cally structured into an abstraction tree of classes (tree hierarchy of the types of Mk).
K4: For each correspondence statementMk ¼ Ij 2 R, a Boolean random variable, which we write as Mk  Ij
 
. The Boolean
random variable Mk  Ij
 
represents that model individual Mk matches with instance individual Ij.
K5: For each correspondence statement Mk ¼?2 R, a Boolean random variable, which we write as Mk ¼?h i. The Boolean
random variable Mk ¼?h i represents that model individual Mk does not match with any instance individual.
The algorithm for constructing the graph structure of BN is shown in Fig. 10.
The values of Mk; rdf : typeh i are hierarchically structured into an abstraction tree of classes that can be the type ofMk. We
create the domain of Mk; rdf : typeh i with only few values that are necessary for computing the posterior probability of
match. The creation of the values of Mk; rdf : typeh i is discussed in Section 4.1.
Example 4.1. Consider matching the mineral deposit model depModelA as shown in Fig. 7 with the instance deposit1 as
shown in Fig. 6.
For the role assignment R1 of Example 3.2, the constructed Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 11. The domains of
the variables depModelA;hasGeneticSettingh i, depModelA;hasAgeh i, mineralA;hasColourh i, and mineralA;hasAgeh i are given
below:
domainð depModelA;hasAgeh iÞ ¼ fpalaeozoic; archean; cainozeicg,
domainð depModelA;hasGeneticSettingh iÞ ¼ fgreenStoneBelt; oceanRidgeg,
domainð mineralA;hasColourh iÞ ¼ fwhite; blue; pink; clearg,
domainð depModelA;hasAgeh iÞ ¼ fpalaeozoic; archean; cainozeicg.
The computation of the values of rockA; rdf : typeh i is discussed in Example 4.2.
Fig. 10. Algorithm for constructing the graph structure of the Bayes net.
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The variable Mk; rdf : typeh i is a hierarchically structured variable [31]. The types ofMk are hierarchically structured into an
abstraction tree of classes. For efﬁcient inference in Bayesian network, we can compute the domain of Mk; rdf : typeh i, given the
model and instance descriptions, with few values that are necessary to compute the posterior probability of match [31].
Suppose model individual Mk corresponds to instance individual Ij and Ij is of type Cp but not of types C
1
ab; . . . ;C
k
ab. The
instance description provides observation for the constructed Bayesian network. Thus, the values that are true for
Mk; rdf : typeh i are Cp but not C1ab; . . . ;Ckab. The observations (the type of Ij) divides the tree hierarchy of Mk’s types into three
regions R1, R2, and R3:
R1: consists of Cp and its super-classes, i.e., the classes that are true for the observation.
R2: consists of subclasses of Cp that are not C
1
ab; . . . ;C
k
ab, i.e., the classes that we know nothing about.
R3: the rest of the classes from the tree hierarchy ofMk’s types, i.e., it includes the classes that we know are false (or absent).
For example, suppose Ij is of type Cp but not of types C7 and C8 as shown in Fig. 12. The regions R1, R2, and R3 are shown
by the bold lines in Fig. 12.
We do not need to distinguish between the values of Mk; rdf : typeh i that we know are false. Then, we can consider that
Mk; rdf : typeh i has two values: one represents all the values that are false and another represents all the values we know
nothing about. Suppose ðv falseÞ represents all the values that are false and ðvnotknowÞ represents all the values we know nothing
about. Thus,
v false=‘‘ðCroot  CpÞ [ ðabsent observationÞ”,
vnotknow=‘‘Cp  ðabsent observationÞ”,
domainð Mk; rdf : typeh iÞ ¼ fvnotknow;v falseg.
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Fig. 11. A Bayesian network deﬁned by the semantic network shown in Fig. 7 for the role assignment: depModelA ¼ deposit1, rockA ¼ rock1, rockB ¼?,
mineralA ¼ mineral1.
256 R. Sharma et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 240–262IfMk has exceptional classes in region R2, we need to partition the values represented by vnotknow into subsets based on the
exceptional classes ofMk that are in region R2. Let Vex be the union of Cp and the set of the exceptional classes ofMk that are
in region R2.
We can construct the domain of Mk; rdf : typeh i by values va that corresponds to each exceptional class Ck 2 Vex as dis-
cussed by Sharma and Poole [31]. We compute the value va for each exceptional class Ck 2 Vex as follows:
Croot
C1 C2
Cp
C5 C6
C7 C8
C3
C4
(absent)
R3R2
(????)
R1
(present)
Fig. 12. Observing that Cp is present and C7 and C8 are absent divide the abstraction hierarchy of Mk ’s types into three regions R1, R2, and R3.
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 Otherwise, va=‘‘Ck  C1      Cm - fabsent classes that are subclasses ofCkg” where C1; . . . ; Cm are the highest excep-
tional strict subclasses of Ck in Vex.
Let va1; . . . ;vak be the abstract values that represent non-empty sets and corresponds to exceptional classes Ck 2 Vex. Then,
the domain of Mk; rdf : typeh i is:domainð Mk; rdf : typeh iÞ ¼ va1; . . . ; vak;v false
 
:The variable Mk; rdf : typeh i has only those values that are necessary for computing the posterior probability of match. Please
refer to [31] for the details about the computing the values of a hierarchically structured variable.
Example 4.2. Consider determining the domain of variable rockA; rdf : typeh i as shown in Fig. 11. The individual rockA
corresponds to instance individual rock1, which is of type granite. Given the observation that rock1 is of type granite, the
domain of rockA; rdf : typeh i contains only two values: ‘‘granite” and ‘‘rock  granite”.domainð rockA; rdf : typeh iÞ ¼ “granite”; “rock-granite”f g:4.2. Construct tables
After constructing the graph structure of the Bayes net, we construct the conditional probability tables (CPTs) for each
node in the Bayesian network, given the model (M) and supermodel (S). The CPTs for each type of variable is computed
as follows:
K1: For random variable Mk; Ph i, where P is a functional enumerated property, we compute Pð Mk; Ph i ¼ Vij Mk  Ij
 Þ as
follows:Pð Mk; Ph i ¼ Vij Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ ¼
pi if Mk; P;Vi;pih i 2 M;
pir  1
P
j
pj
 !
otherwise;
8><
>:
Pð Mk; Ph i ¼ Vij Mk  Ij
  ¼ falseÞ ¼ pir ;where pir is the prior probability thatMk has value Vi for property P. The probability p
i
r is deﬁned by the supermodel. We take
pir from quadruple cl; P;Vi; p
i
r
  2 S; such that domainðPÞ ¼ cl.
Example 4.3. Consider computing the conditional probability of node depModelA; hasAgeh i as shown in Fig. 11 conditioned
on node depModelA  deposit1h i. The conditional probability Pð depModelA;hasAgeh i ¼ largej depModelA  deposit1h iÞ is:Pð depModelA;hasAgeh i ¼ proterozoicj depModelA  deposit1h i ¼ trueÞ ¼ 0:8;
Pð depModelA;hasAgeh i ¼ proterozoicj depModelA  deposit1h i ¼ falseÞ ¼ 0:35:
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model as shown in Example 2.8.
K2: Boolean node Mk; P;Vh i, where P is a non-functional enumerated property. The conditional probability Pð Mk; P;Vh ij
Mk  Ij
 Þ is given by:
Pð Mk; P;Vh i ¼ truej Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ ¼ p Mk; P;V ;ph i 2 M;
pr otherwise;

Pð Mk; P;Vh i ¼ truej Mk  Ij
  ¼ falseÞ ¼ pr;
where pr is the prior probability that Mk has value V for property P. The probability pr is deﬁned by the supermodel (S). We
take pr from quadruple cl; P;V ; prh i 2 S; such that domainðPÞ ¼ cl.
K3: For random variable Mk; rdf : typeh i, we compute Pð Mk; rdf : typeh i ¼ v j Mk  Ij
 Þ for each value v of Mk; rdf : typeh i. As
discussed in Section 4.1, value v of Mk; rdf : typeh i represents a set difference. Suppose v ¼ ‘‘Cn  C1m      Ckm”. Then,
Pð Mk; rdf : typeh i ¼ vj Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ
¼ pn 
X
j¼1;k
pjm;where pn is the probability that Mk is of type Cn. We can compute the probability pn using Eqs. (1) and (2) as discussed in
Section 3.1:Pð Mk; rdf : typeh i ¼ vj Mk  Ij
  ¼ falseÞ
¼ PðCnÞ 
X
j¼1;k
PðCkmÞ;where PðCjÞ is the prior probability that Mk is of type Cj. We can compute PðCjÞ by multiplying the probabilities up in the
abstraction hierarchy as discussed in Section 2.4.
Example 4.4. Consider computing the conditional probability of Boolean node rockA; rdf : typeh i as shown in Fig. 11
conditioned on its parent node rockA  rock1h i. As shown in Example 4.2 the variable rockA; rdf : typeh i has two values
‘‘granite”, and ‘‘rock  granite”. Then,Pð rockA; rdf : typeh i ¼ “granite”j rockA  rock1h i ¼ trueÞ
¼ 0:85 0:3
¼ 0:255;
Pð rockA; rdf : typeh i ¼ “rock—granite”j rockA  rock1h i ¼ trueÞ
¼ 1:0 0:255
¼ 0:745:K4: Boolean node Mk  Ij
 
. We compute the conditional probability Pð Mk  Ij
 j Mp  In Þ as follows:Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ truej Mp  In  ¼ trueÞ ¼ p;
Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ truej Mp  In  ¼ falseÞ ¼ Pð Mk  Ij  ¼ trueÞ;where p is associated with quadruple Mp; prop;Mk; p
  2 M.
K5: Boolean node Mk ¼?h i. We compute the conditional probability table Pð Mk ¼?h ij Mp  In
 Þ as follows:Pð Mk ¼?h i ¼ truej Mp  In
  ¼ trueÞ ¼ 1 p;
Pð Mk ¼?h i ¼ truej Mp  In
  ¼ falseÞ ¼ 1 Pð Mk  Ij  ¼ trueÞ;where p is associated with quadruple Mp; prop;Mk; p
  2 M.The probability PððMk  IjÞ ¼ trueÞ, in cases K4 and K5, represents
the prior probability that model individualMk is matching with instance individual Ij. The computation of Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ
is discussed in Section 4.3.
4.3. Computation of Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ
The cases K4 and K5 of Section 4.2 require the computation of probability Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ. In this section we show
how to compute it.
Consider computing the prior probability Pð rockA  rock1h i ¼ trueÞ in the Bayes net as shown in Fig. 11. Suppose rockA in
mineral deposit model depModelA represents a role of rock in a mineral deposit. Then, mineralA represents a mineral we
would expect to be in a rock that ﬁlls that role. As shown in Fig. 7, this mineral has certain properties. It is zircon, white
and archean. The prior probability of having such a mineral is actually constrained by the mineral’s properties. That is,
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mineralA; rdf : typeh i ¼ zircon, and mineralA;hasColourh i ¼ white:Pð mineralA;hasAgeh i ¼ archeanÞ ¼ Pðarcheanj mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ  Pð mineralA  mineral1h i
¼ trueÞ þ Pðarcheanj mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ falseÞ  Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ falseÞ:So,Pð mineralA;hasAgeh i ¼ archeanÞP Pðarcheanj mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ  Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ
Thus, as long as Pðarcheanj mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ– 0,Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 PðarcheanÞ
Pðarcheanj mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ ;
Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 0:2
0:78
:Similarly,Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 PðwhiteÞ
Pðwhitej mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ ;
Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 0:4
0:82
;
Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 PðzirconÞ
Pðzirconj mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ ;
Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 0:2
0:83
:Thus,Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 min 0:4
0:82
;
0:2
0:78
;
0:2
0:83
 
;
Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ 6 0:241:
Any value which is less than 0:241 can be used for Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ. However, if a mineral that we need in a
deposit of interest does not have any other properties that can make Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ less than 0:241, we can
consider Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ ¼ 0:241. For our implementation, we assume that all of the constraints are given
and we consider Pð mineralA  mineral1h i ¼ trueÞ ¼ 0:2.
In general, we can constrain the prior probability of any Mk  Ij
 
node by all of its direct children in the constructed
Bayesian network. Let A1; . . . ;An be the direct children of Mk  Ij
 
. Then,Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ 6 pmin;wherepmin ¼ minAi
PðAiÞ
PðAij Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ :Note that PðAiÞmay be given or it is computed recursively from its children. Any value less than or equal to pmin can be taken
for Pð Mk  Ij
  ¼ trueÞ.
4.4. Computation of PðMt  ItjR; observationÞ
After constructing a Bayesian network, given a role assignment R, from the semantic network, we want to compute the
posterior probability of Mt  It , i.e, PðMt  Itjobservation;RÞ. The observation is the instance I’s description.
To insert the evidence in the constructed Bayesian network, we need to map the instance description to the evidence for
the constructed Bayesian network. An instance description is a set of triples and quadruples of the forms: Ij; rdf : type;C
 
,
Ij; P;V ; present
 
, and Ij; P;V ; absent
 
. We map the instance description to the evidence for the constructed Bayesian network
as follows:
 a quadruple of the forms Ij; P;V ; present
 
and Ij; P;V ; absent
 
, if P is non-functional enumerated property, provides obser-
vation for random variable Mk; P;Vh i, if Mk ¼ Ij 2 R; 
– the quadruple Ij; P;V ; present provides observation: Mk; P;Vh i ¼ true;
– the quadruple Ij; P;V ; absent
 
provides observation: Mk; P;Vh i ¼ false;
 a quadruple of the forms Ij; P;V ; present
 
and Ij; P;V ; absent
 
, if P is functional enumerated property, provides observation
for random variable Mk; Ph i, if Mk ¼ Ij 2 R;
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 
provides observation: Mk; Ph i ¼ V;
– the quadruple Ij; P;V ; absent
 
provides observation: Mk; Ph i – V;
 the quadruples of types Ip; P; Ij; absent
 
, if P is an entity property, provides observations: 8Mks:t:typeðMkÞ# typeðIjÞ,
Mk ?h i ¼ true;
 the quadruples of the form Ij; rdf : type;C
 
, and Ij; rdf : type;C1; absent
 
provides observation for Mk; rdf : typeh i variable,
if Mk ¼ Ij 2 R. The evidence for Mk; rdf : typeh i is the disjunction of all those values of Mk; rdf : typeh i that are true for Ij.
We can compute the posterior probability of match, PðMt  ItjR; observationÞ, from the constructed Bayesian network
using any standard inference algorithms, e.g., VE [37]. The random variable Mt  Ith i in the constructed BN is the query
variable.
Example 4.5. Consider computing the conditional probability of matching mineral deposit model depModelA with deposit
deposit1, Pð depModelA  deposit1h ijobservation;RÞ, for the role assignment R. The role assignment R consists of statements:
depModelA ¼ deposit1; rockA ¼ rock1; mineralA ¼ mineral1; rockB ¼?. The Bayesian network constructed for matching
depModelA with deposit1 for the role assignment R is shown in Fig. 11. We can compute Pð depModelA h
deposit1ijobservation;RÞ from this Bayesian network. The observation is the description of deposit deposit1. The observation
is:
depModelA;hasSizeh i ¼ proterozoic;
depModelA;hasgeneticSettingh i ¼ greenStoneBelt;
rockA; rdf : typeh i ¼ ‘‘Granite”;
rockA;hasWeatheringDegh i ¼ weathered;
mineralA; hasColourh i ¼ pink;
mineralA; hasAgeh i ¼ archean;
mineralA; rdf : typeh i ¼ zircon.
We use the VE algorithm to compute Pð depModelA  deposit1h ijobservation;RÞ. The conditional probability
Pð depModelA  deposit1h ijobservation;RÞ is given below:
Pð depModelA  deposit1h i ¼ truejobservation;RÞ ¼ 0:81;
Pð depModelA  deposit1h i ¼ falsejobservation;RÞ ¼ 0:19 .In the algorithms of Figs. 8 and 9, to compute the probability of a match between a model and an instance, we need to
maximize the probability of a match over all possible role assignments and choose the role assignment that maximizes it.
However, when there are many individuals the number of role assignments are too many for maximizing over all role assign-
ments. We, therefore, do a greedy search for the best role assignment for the children of a node. We commit the best match
for a single model-instance individual role assignment, before considering the other role assignments.
5. Evaluation
It may seem that we should evaluate the current system by simply testing the predictions against real data (as in Fig. 3).
However, while this may test the reliability of the theory being used, it may not provide an evaluation of our framework, or
even our system. For example, Fig. 3 is an evaluation of Soilslide Model 2 (and our representation of it) as much as an eval-
uation of HazardMatch itself.
Our framework is meant to evaluate multiple theories, good, bad and in between. The fact that some of the theories are
poor predictors of the data should not be seen as discrediting of our approach but a vindication of it. MineMatch, Hazard-
Match and other applications of our matching system will be most successful when we can say that some theory does
not actually work very well, and we can convince the authors of the theory that we have a faithful representation of their
theory, and based on the evidence, the theory does not perform well. In this way, others can know that the theory does
not work well, and hopefully the authors of the theory will reﬁne or abandon the theory.
This should be seen as an instance of what is known as the cycle of perception [19,22]. Our matcher is one part of a closed
loop of (1) theory (model) speciﬁcation, (2) data preparation, (3) matching, (4) results evaluation, and (5) theory reﬁnement,
which is equivalent to (1). This closed loop for HazardMatch is documented by [14].
We make strong independence assumptions in this work, mainly because these assumptions are adequate to represent
current published theories.6 However, we expect that, when people start writing theories using a more formal representation,
they will want to have more than the naive Bayes assumption that underlies this work. Lukasiewicz and Schellhase [18] present
a way to extend our previous work to allow conditional probabilities. We expect that we, and others, will extend this work to6 Current published theories are written in natural language which is difﬁcult to translate into a formal representation. They do specify the existence of
objects, but do not have complicated conditional statements beyond the statement of the condition in which the theory is applicable.
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abilistic dependencies, and designing ontologies with their integration into probabilistic predictions in mind [27].
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have described a framework for decision making in rich domains, where we can describe the world at
multiple levels of abstraction and detail and have probabilistic models at different levels of abstraction and detail, and are
able to use them to make decisions. We are building knowledge-based decision tools in various domains such as mineral
exploration and hazard mapping, where we need to have probabilistic reasoning and rich ontologies.
This paper only solves part of the problem. The assumption that the type of the individuals are from taxonomic hierar-
chies is not generally applicable. In some cases, we may need to represent the types of the individuals by restriction on some
of their properties. In this case we need to model the inter-dependencies between the properties. These are ongoing research
topics that build on the foundations given in this paper.
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